Dissertation

“Essays on Private Information and the Mortgage Market”

My dissertation studies the role of private information in the US mortgage market. I ask whether market participants possess private information about payoff-relevant loan attributes which can be leveraged when making decisions about origination, sale, and securitization. My work focuses primarily on the important but understudied wholesale market, where loan originators choose between (a) selling to third-party investors in the wholesale market, or (b) securitizing with the Government Sponsored Enterprises. I analyze this choice by developing a simple model in which originators make their decision based on a private signal about loan quality and information conveyed by wholesale investors’ price offers. Originators decide between the two channels by weighing the expected servicing cash flows received under securitization against the cost of servicing and the larger up-front price when selling to investors. I estimate my model on a novel linked dataset that includes wholesale price offers from a large loan trading platform and find that mortgage originators possess private information that allows them to engage strategically decide between selling and securitizing.
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